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[Saturday 9 November 2002]

Gonçalo M.Tavares teaches epistemology (the theory of knowledge) at the University of Lisbon. His 
first collection of poems, Livro da Dança, (‘Book of the Dance’) has recently appeared, and two more 
collections and a play are expected to be published this year.

Tavares sees poetry as a kind of research, of gathering knowledge through the use of language. He rejects the
idea that poetry and logic do not mix. On the contrary, poetry to him is a kind of individual science, able to 
deal with any subject and to use any sort of language. There are no ‘poetic’ words, he says, nor are there any 
‘unpoetic’ ones, even in everyday or vulgar speech. ‘Sensitiveness ruins not only lives,’ he says, ‘but quite a 
few poems as well.’

Tavares’s poetry works by a sometimes surrealistic interplay of contrasts and unexpected, often ironic turns 
of phrase.

© August Willemsen (Translated by Ko Kooman)

[Gonçalo M. Tavares took part in the Poetry International Festival Rotterdam 2002. This text was written on 
that occasion.]
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POEMS

WATER

Water

In the café they bring me a glass of water
as if it could solve all my problems.
How ridiculous, I think: there is no solution.
And yet, after drinking the water,
I stop feeling thirsty.
And this exclusively organic sensation
brings me a moment of calm.
How well they understand philosophy, I think,
and then go back to my anxiety. 

A água

No café trazem-me um copo com água
como se ele resolvesse todos os meus 
problemas.
É ridículo – penso – não há saída.
No entanto, depois de beber a água
fico sem sede.
E a sensação exclusiva do organismo
acalma-me por momentos.
Como eles sabem de filosofia – penso –
e regresso, logo a seguir, à angústia.
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